148 great Australian waste. That Homer had sung of the
hundred cities of Crete I didn't know because I could
never bring myself to read Homer; -that relics of the
Minoan period had been found in the tomb of Akhenaton
I was ignorant of also. I knew, or believed rather, only
that here at Knossus on an island which nowadays scarcely
anybody ever thinks to visit there had been initiated some
twenty-five or thirty centuries before the dawn of that
blight called Christianity a way of life which makes
everything that has happened since in this Western
World seem pallid, sickly, ghost-ridden and doomed.
The Western world, we say, never once thinking to in-'
dude those other great social experiments which were
made in South America and Central America, passing
them over always in our rapid historical surveys as if they
were accidents, jumping from the Middle Ages to the
discovery of America, as if this bastard bloom on the
North American continent marked the continuation of,
the line of true.development of manYevolution. Seated
on King Minos' throne I felt closer to Montezuma than
to Homer or Praxiteles or Caesar or Dante. Looking at
the Minoan scripts I thought of the Mayan 'Jkgends
which I had once glimpsed in the British Museum and
which stand out in my ipemory as the most wonderful,
the most natural, the most artistic specimens of calligra-
phy in the long history of letters. Knossus, or what hap-
pened there almost fifty centuries ago, is like the hub
. of a wheel on which many spokes have been fitted only
to rot away. The wheel was the great discovery^ men
have since lost themselves in a maze of petty inventions
which are merely accessory to the great pristine fact of
Devolution itself.
The island then was once studded with citadels, the
gleaming hub of a wheel whose splendor cast its shadow
over the whole known world. In China there was another

